When efficacy of a treatment is measured by co-primary endpoints, efficacy is claimed only if for each endpoint an individual statistical test is significant at level . While such a strategy controls the family-wise type I error rate (FWER), it is often strictly conservative and allows for no inference if not all null hypotheses can be rejected. In this paper, we investigate fallback tests, which are defined as uniform improvements of the classical test for co-primary endpoints. They reject whenever the classical test rejects but allow for inference also in settings where only a subset of endpoints show a significant effect. Similarly to the fallback tests for hierarchical testing procedures, these fallback tests for co-primary endpoints allow one to continue testing even if the primary objective of the trial was not met. We propose examples of fallback tests for two and three co-primary endpoints that control the FWER in the strong sense under the assumption of multivariate normal test statistics with arbitrary correlation matrix and investigate their power in a simulation study. The fallback procedures for co-primary endpoints are illustrated with a clinical trial in a rare disease and a diagnostic trial.
Introduction
In many settings it is not sufficient to show superiority of an experimental treatment compared with a control in a single endpoint, but multiple endpoints need to be considered to demonstrate benefit. In Alzheimer's disease, for example, the European Medicines Agency guideline [1] recommends a cognitive and a functional scale as co-primary endpoints, supported by a global assessment scale as secondary endpoint. Also in several rare diseases, evidence for several co-primary endpoints is required. For the development of medicines for Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy, the recent draft guidance recommends to pre-specify two co-primary endpoints from the domains motor functioning and muscle strength [2] . Furthermore, in specific settings also measures of cardiac or respiratory function are recommended as relevant co-primary endpoints. In some settings, more than two co-primary endpoints are considered. For example, in a recent study for the treatment of generalized seizures associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, a rare but catastrophic pediatric epilepsy syndrome, three co-primary endpoints were defined to measure the reduction in different seizure types and seizure severity [3] .
If the primary endpoints are defined as co-primary, efficacy has to be demonstrated in all endpoints to claim superiority of a treatment. To this end, each endpoint is tested by a single level test, and the null hypothesis of no efficacy is rejected if all individual tests are significant. No adjustment of the individual significance level to correct for multiple testing is required in this setting [4] . It has been shown that requiring a proof of efficacy in several endpoints in general has a negative impact on the power of the study [5, 6] . In diseases with a high prevalence, such as Alzheimer or multiple sclerosis, this can be addressed by increasing the sample size, but in rare diseases, this may not be a feasible option.
To improve the power of the test for multiple endpoints, it has been proposed to test the elementary endpoints at a local level larger than [5, [7] [8] [9] . The resulting procedures do not control the family-wise type I error rate (FWER) on the whole null space: if there is no treatment effect in one endpoint but the effects in the other endpoints are very large, the FWER approaches the local level that was applied. Chuang-Stein et al. [7] argue that real treatment effects cannot be arbitrarily large such that it suffices to control the average type I error rate over a restricted nullspace. Kordzakhia et al. [9] propose a method where a combination test is applied that controls the FWER at level over a restricted null space and at some larger level over the whole null space.
In this paper we start from the general question of how the classic co-primary endpoint test can be extended to enable inference even in situations where the primary objective is not met. What can be inferred in such a trial if only a subset of the endpoints meet the efficacy criterion? To address this question, we propose fallback tests for co-primary endpoints, defined as multiple testing procedures that have the same rejection region as the classic co-primary endpoint test for the simultaneous rejection of all null hypotheses, but allow one to reject elementary or intersection null hypotheses also if this objective is not achieved. Focusing on the setting of two or three co-primary endpoints we investigate examples of such fallback tests and study their power in a simulation study. By definition, fallback tests uniformly improve the classical and widely used co-primary endpoint test and allow for additional inference, without a penalty regarding the main objective to show a significant effect in all endpoints.
One approach to allow for inference if the main objective is not met is hierarchical testing [10, 11] . This approach, however, has the limitation that the co-primary endpoints need to be tested sequentially according to a pre-defined ordering. For the case of two and three co-primary endpoints, we propose alternative fallback testing procedures that do not rely on an ordering of the hypotheses and control the FWER in the strong sense under the assumption of multivariate normal test statistics with arbitrary covariance matrix. For the proof, we show a general result on the trivariate normal distribution which gives a uniform improvement of the Rüger test [12] of the intersection of three elementary hypotheses for multivariate normal test statistics.
A further application of the fallback tests is a procedure that has been proposed for the assessment of diagnostics. In this setting, studies with three readers that diagnose the same group of patients have been proposed. The diagnostic is considered as acceptable if the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnoses of two out of the three readers significantly exceed certain thresholds at the level . We show that this is a valid test for the global null hypothesis that for all three readers the sensitivity or specificity (or both) lie below the threshold.
Note that the term fallback test has been used for a generalization of the hierarchical test for a primary and several ordered secondary endpoints that allows one to continue testing in the hierarchical order even if the test for the primary endpoint does not reject [13] . This comes at the cost that the individual tests cannot be performed at the full level . Similar as the fallback test for co-primary endpoints considered here, the fallback test for primary and secondary endpoints allows for inference if the main study goal is not achieved.
The manuscript is structured as follows: In Section 2, we propose a general framework for fallback tests for co-primary endpoints and give examples of fallback tests for two and three co-primary endpoints. In Section 3, the power of the tests is investigated in a simulation study. In Section 4, we illustrate the application of fallback tests with a clinical trial in a rare disease and a diagnostic trial. Technical proofs are given in the Appendix.
Fallback tests for co-primary endpoints
Consider the test of n co-primary endpoints and the corresponding one-sided null hypotheses H 1 , … , H n and let X = (X 1 , … , X n ) denote the vector of respective test statistics. The classical test for co-primary endpoints rejects all n elementary hypotheses ( that is the union
Otherwise, no hypothesis is rejected. Here, z 1− denotes the 1 − quantile of the distribution of X i under H i (which we assume to be identical for all i). It is well known that this test controls the FWER at level in the strong sense.
We define a fallback test for co-primary endpoints as a multiple testing procedure controlling the FWER in the strong sense that
H i if the vector of test statistics X lies in the rejection region of the classical co-primary endpoint test, given by R c = {x ∈ R n ∶ x i ⩾ z 1− , ∀i ∈ {1, … , n}}, 2. and in addition allows one to reject elementary or intersection hypotheses also for some outcomes where the test statistics do not lie in R c . 
Thus, when constructing a fallback test as a closed test, the rejection regions of each intersection hypothesis H J must contain R c J (requirement 1) and must be strictly larger at least for J = {1, … , n} (requirement 2).
A simple example of a fallback test is the hierarchical test: For this test, the n hypotheses have to be a priori ordered H 1 → H 2 → · · · → H n and tested in this sequence at local level . Testing stops as soon as a hypothesis cannot be rejected. This hierarchical procedure rejects all H i whenever the classical co-primary endpoint test does, but in addition allows one to reject elementary hypotheses in settings where not all test statistics exceed the critical value and is therefore a fallback test according to the above definition. Note that the hierarchical test can be written as a closed testing procedure defining rejection regions
for all intersection hypothesis tests. Thus, whenever the hierarchical test rejects an elementary hypothesis H i also all intersection hypotheses H I such that i ∈ I are rejected by the hierarchical test.
A drawback of the hierarchical test is its dependence on an a priori ordering. If, for example, the first hypothesis test in the ordering does not reject, no other hypothesis can be tested. For the practically important cases of two and three co-primary endpoints, we discuss below alternative fallback tests that do not require to order the hypotheses.
The Hochberg [15] as well as the more powerful Hommel [16] tests are fallback tests for co-primary endpoints. This follows, because both are shortcuts of a closed test where the intersection hypotheses are tested based on the Simes inequality [17] : An intersection of n hypotheses is rejected if p (k) ⩽ k ∕n for some k = 1, … n, where p (1) ⩽ · · · ⩽ p (n) denote the ordered elementary p-values. However, for multivariate normal and t-distributed test statistics, the Simes and consequently the Hochberg and Hommel tests (which are equivalent to the Simes test in the case of two endpoints) have only been shown to be conservative for non-negative correlations (and ⩽ 0.5) but do not control the level for arbitrary correlation structures [18] [19] [20] . To construct a fallback test for two co-primary endpoints that controls the type I error rate for arbitrary correlations, we propose a modification of the classical Simes test:
Diagonally trimmed Simes test for two hypotheses For the proof, see Appendix A. The definition of the bivariate t-distribution in Theorem 1 is as in [21] and applies to one-sample and two-sample t-tests for the means of two normally distributed endpoints. The diagonally trimmed Simes test is a modification of the trimmed Simes test proposed by Brannath et al. [21] . For i = 1, 2 the latter rejects H i if either both elementary tests are significant at local level or if the test for H i is significant at local level ∕2 and the test for the other hypothesis is significant at local level 1 − ∕2, that is, the effect estimate in the other endpoint does not point too far in the opposite direction. While the trimmed Simes test is also conservative for arbitrary correlations, its rejection region is not monotone in such that for a specific data set, the null hypothesis may not be rejected at the pre-set significance level but could be rejected at a lower level. This lack of -consistency [22] 
The classical test for three co-primary endpoints corresponds to the first step of the aforementioned procedure. Thus, the fallback test uniformly improves the classical test. Furthermore, it also allows one to make inference in settings where only two of the co-primary endpoints reach significance at the local level. In these situations, it provides a 'proof of principle' by rejecting the intersection hypothesis, and one can conclude that at least one of the null hypotheses is false. Furthermore, an elementary hypothesis H i is rejected by the fallback procedure, if at least two hypotheses can be rejected at local level , H i can be rejected at local level ∕2 and the sum of X i and the smallest of the three test statistics is not negative. Note that in contrast to the hierarchical test, the 2 out of 3 test is not consonant such that for some outcomes, an intersection hypothesis but no elementary hypothesis may be rejected. To show that the 2 out of 3 fallback test controls the FWER in the strong sense, we rewrite it as a closed testing procedure. For the test of the global null hypothesis, we set R 123 = {x ∈ R 3 ∶ there exist i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i ≠ j such that min(x i , x j ) ⩾ z 1− .}. Thus, the global intersection hypothesis is rejected if at least two of the three test statistics exceed z 1− . The rejection regions of the pairwise intersection hypotheses are given by R s ij , the rejection region of the intersection hypothesis test of the diagonally trimmed Simes test defined previously. See Appendix A for an illustration.
It is easy to see that the closed test defined by these local tests leads to the test decisions of the 2 out of 3 fallback test. It remains to show that for multivariate normal test statistics, the intersection hypothesis tests have local level . For the pairwise intersection hypothesis tests based on the diagonally trimmed Simes test, this was shown in Theorem 1. For the test of the global null hypothesis, which rejects if at least two out of the three test statistics exceed the 1− quantile, type I error control follows by Theorem 2 on trivariate normally distributed random variables.
Theorem 2
Let ⩽ 0.5 and X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) denote a trivariate normally distributed vector of marginally standard normally distributed random variables. Then the probability that at least two of the three random variables take values greater or equal than z 1− is bounded by .
For special correlation structures, the result is easy to see: If the random variables are independent, the probability that at least two out of three X i exceed the critical value is = 3 2 − 2 3 , and therefore ⩽ , if ⩽ 0.5. If all three test statistics are perfectly positively correlated, the probability is equal to . For general correlation structures, we first show that all local extrema of written as a function of the pairwise correlation coefficients lie on the boundary of the parameter space, where the correlation matrix is singular. Then we show that for all correlation structures on the boundary is less or equal . The proof is based on elementary geometric arguments and outlined in Appendix B. After the original submission of this paper, we learned that van de Wiel et al. [23] in the context of model selection proved a corresponding more general result for n-dimensional multivariate normal statistics for a test that rejects if the median of the test statistics exceeds z 1− , using a result on concentration inequalities due to Massart [24] .
Note that the proposed test for the global null hypothesis is a uniform improvement of the Rüger test for three hypotheses. Rüger studied tests for intersection hypotheses H = H 1 ∩… ∩H n that reject if a prespecified number k out of n individual hypotheses can be rejected at local level and derived the upper bound n∕k for the type I error rate if no assumption on the joint distribution of test statistics is made [12] . Indeed, one can find dependence structures for test statistics for which this bound is sharp [25] . Thus, to control the type I error rate at level , the Rüger test with k = 2 and n = 3 requires more stringent critical values z 1−2 ∕3 , while for trivariate normal test statistics less stringent critical values z 1− can be applied.
To construct adjusted p-values for the 2 out of 3 fallback test, we define the local p-value for the global intersection hypothesis p {1,2,3} = max
, where the indicator function accounts for the fact that Theorem 2 covers only significance levels ⩽ 0. 
Power characteristics
We investigate the power characteristics of fallback tests in the settings of two and three co-primary endpoints and consider the diagonally trimmed Simes test (for two co-primary endpoints), the 2 out of 3 fallback test (for three co-primary endpoints), and the hierarchical test with the ordering
We also include the Hommel test that controls the FWER only for non-negative correlations. Note that for two and three endpoints, Hommel's test has the same rejection region for elementary hypothesis as a closed test that tests intersection hypotheses based on the Simes inequality. There is a subtle difference only in the case of three endpoints as the Hommel test does not allow for rejection of an intersection hypothesis when no elementary hypothesis was rejected. For comparison, two testing procedures that are not fallback tests (their rejection region does not contain the rejection region of the co-primary endpoint test), the Bonferroni-Holm test [26] and the resampling-based maxT step-down test [27] (which accounts for the correlation structure) are included in the simulation study. The simulations were performed for equi-correlated normal test statistics with correlations ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9}, means i , i = 1, 2(, 3) and standard deviation 1, where i corresponds to the non-centrality parameter for the i-th endpoint such that, for example, in a z-test for the null hypothesis of zero mean difference between two independent groups of size n with common known variance
, where Δ i denotes the assumed mean difference. All considered tests control the FWER under these assumptions. All tests were performed at the nominal one-sided family-wise level = 0.025. The simulation was implemented using the package mvtnorm in R [28, 29] . In the simulations for the maxT test a sample size of 50 per group was assumed. For the hierarchical test, several power definitions co-incide: The power to reject H 1 is equal to the power to reject at least one elementary null hypothesis and equal to the power to reject at least one pairwise intersection hypothesis. It is 85.1% if 1 = 3, 51.6% if 1 = 2 and 2.5% if 1 = 0. Because the hierarchical test is a fallback test, the power to reject all elementary hypotheses is the same as that of the other fallback tests investigated.
In the succeeding discussions, we refer to the power to reject all null hypotheses simultaneously as conjunctive power and the power to reject at least one elementary null hypothesis as disjunctive power [30] .
Power characteristics of tests for two co-primary endpoints
For the setting of two co-primary endpoints, simulation results are shown in Table I , where the power to reject both elementary hypotheses, H 1 (which is the first hypothesis in the hierarchical test), H 2 or at least one elementary hypothesis is given.
In the considered scenarios, the diagonally trimmed Simes test and the Hommel test perform almost identically. For low correlations, all investigated tests have similar power characteristics. The disjunctive power of the diagonally trimmed Simes test is larger or equal (up to simulation error) than the power of the In the setting where there is a strong treatment effect in one but a lower effect in the other endpoint, the conjunctive power drops considerably compared with the case where there is a strong effect in both endpoints. However, the disjunctive power ranges still between 78.1% and 87.4% (depending on the correlation) for the diagonally trimmed Simes test. For the non-hierarchical tests, the disjunctive power is decreasing, and the conjunctive power is increasing with increasing correlation between the two endpoints.
The disjunctive power for the hierarchical test depends only on the effect of the first endpoint in the hierarchy. In the scenario with 1 = 2 and 2 = 3, the non-hierarchical tests have far greater disjunctive power than the hierarchical test. For 1 = 2 = 3, they have greater disjunctive power (with a difference up to 10 percentage points) than the hierarchical test when the correlation is small to moderate. Only for large correlations the hierarchical test has slightly more disjunctive power compared with the other tests.
However, the power to reject specifically H 1 is always largest for the hierarchical test. Note that for the hierarchical test, the power to reject H 2 is the same as the power to reject H 1 ∪ H 2 . It follows that the diagonally trimmed Simes test has larger power to reject H 2 than the hierarchical test, because both are fallback tests.
Power characteristics of tests for three co-primary endpoints
For the setting of three co-primary endpoints, simulation results are shown in Table II . Similar to the setting for two co-primary endpoints, the conjunctive power increases with increasing correlation. It is equal for all fallback tests and lower for the Bonferroni-Holm test and the maxT test. The difference in power is however moderate, between 2 and 3 percentage points for most scenarios.
By definition the Hommel test is for all alternatives at least as powerful as the Bonferroni-Holm test [16] . In the scenarios for three endpoints covered in our simulation study, the improvement of In settings where the alternative holds for only one endpoint, the conjunctive power is below the significance level for all considered testing procedures because all tests control the FWER in the strong sense in the studied settings. However, the Hommel, Bonferroni-Holm, maxT, and the hierarchical test (the latter only if the hypothesis for which the alternative holds is the first in the hierarchical order) have a substantial power to reject the elementary hypothesis for which the alternative holds. The 2 out of 3 fallback test has a power below 5% in this setting as it requires a significant effect in two endpoints.
If the alternative holds for exactly two endpoints, the conjunctive power is again bounded by the significance level for all testing procedures. In this setting, the power to reject any elementary or pairwise intersection null hypothesis is increasing with the correlation for the 2 out of 3 fallback test but decreasing for the Hommel, the Bonferroni-Holm, and the maxT test.
While
only on the effect size of the first endpoint in the hierarchical order. If the null hypothesis for this endpoint holds, the power to reject an elementary (and thus an intersection) null hypothesis is only ; if the alternative with effect size 1 = 3 holds for the first endpoint, the hierarchical test is superior only if the correlation between endpoints is large. However, as expected, the hierarchical test has the largest power for rejecting specifically the first hypothesis in the hierarchy.
The power to reject the union of two null hypotheses is similar for all studied non-hierarchical tests. For the hierarchical test, the power to reject at least two out of three null hypotheses in the three endpoint setting is the same as the power to reject both null hypotheses using any fallback test in the two endpoint scenarios (Table I) . If there is a treatment effect in the first two but not in the third endpoint, the hierarchical test is more powerful than the other tests.
In the setting where for all three endpoints the alternative holds, the power characteristics of the investigated non-hierarchical tests for rejecting an elementary hypothesis or an intersection hypothesis are similar to the setting where two endpoints show an effect. However, in these settings, the 2 out of 3 fallback test is more powerful than the hierarchical test to reject any intersection hypothesis for all considered correlations. The improvement compared with the hierarchical test is substantial in the scenario where the effect size of the first endpoint in the hierarchy is low.
In the investigated scenarios where the alternative holds for all three endpoints, the power to reject at least two elementary null hypotheses simultaneously is identical (up to simulation error) for the 2 out of 3 fallback test and the Hommel test. For small correlations or homogeneous effects in all endpoints, this power is larger than that of the maxT test. The power of the hierarchical test for rejecting at least two null hypotheses is substantially lower than for the other tests unless the correlation is large.
To summarize, the fallback tests preserve the conjunctive power of the classical test for co-primary endpoints and have substantial power to reject some (intersection) null hypothesis. The Bonferroni-Holm test and even more the maxT test can have some advantage when the main aim is to reject at least one elementary null hypothesis. However, both the 2 out of 3 fallback test and the Hommel test have for most scenarios better power to reject at least two out of three hypotheses. The latter, however, has been shown to control the FWER for non-negative correlations only.
Clinical trial applications

A clinical trial in Lennox-Gastaut syndrome
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome is a rare pediatric epilepsy syndrome, which is characterized by multiple types of seizures, high seizure frequency, and a high rate of seizure related injury. Glauser et al. [3] describe a randomized controlled trial for the treatment of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome using the anti-epilepticum rufinamide. Three co-primary endpoints were specified for this trial, the percent change from baseline in total seizure frequency per 28 days, the percent change from baseline in the sum of tonic and atonic seizures per 28 days and an evaluation score rating the global improvement in seizure severity. All three co-primary endpoints were compared between the treatment and the placebo group using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. A total of 123 patients completed the trial. Given the asymptotic normality of the rank sum statistic, the application of the 2 out of 3 fallback test is justified.
This trial serves as an example for a disease setting in which the fallback test can be applied to increase the number of possible conclusions without any additional cost. As numerical example assume that onesided p-values p 1 = 0.01, p 2 = 0.02, and p 3 = 0.03 were observed. In this small sample scenario, the 2 out of 3 fallback test would allow one to reject H 1 at family-wise level = 0.025. The adjusted p-values for the elementary hypotheses tests in the 2 out of 3 fallback procedure are p * 1 = 0.02, p * 2 = 0.03, p * 3 = 0.03. The classic test for three co-primary endpoints and also the Bonferroni-Holm test could not reject any null hypothesis in this example.
An application to diagnostic trials
As a second application of the 2 out of 3 fallback test procedure, we consider the validation of medical diagnostic tools. For diagnostic procedures, such as many imaging tools, which involve human judgment, the European Medicines Agency advises to test the tool with more than one reader [31] . As a consequence, studies including three readers are often performed that diagnose the same group of patients. Then for each of the readers, sensitivity and specificity are estimated as the sample proportions of correctly classified diseased or healthy patients. For each reader i = 1, 2, 3, the null hypotheses H se,i ∶ q se,i = se , H sp,i ∶ q sp,i = sp are tested against one-sided alternatives, where q se,i , q sp,i denote reader i's sensitivity and specificity, respectively, and se , sp some pre-specified thresholds. As there is an inherent trade-off between sensitivity and specificity, it is concluded that the ratings of a specific reader i meet the quality requirements The 2 out of 3 fallback test allows one to conclude that the diagnostic tool meets the quality requirements for all three readers if all six z-statistics exceed the critical level. If the test statistics for only two readers meet the criterion, one can conclude that the tool satisfies the criterion for at least one of the two and if the rejection rules of step 3 of the procedure are met, it is possible to conclude which of the two readers was successful or if both were successful. Such decision procedures have been proposed to EMA in the past, and Theorem 2 allows one to quantify the level of evidence such a testing procedure provides. Tests for more readers can in principle be constructed following the scheme outlined in Section 2 using a test with rejection regions for each intersection hypothesis H I that contain R c I in a closed testing procedure.
The example illustrates that the 2 out of 3 fallback test can be applied also in cases where the normality assumption for the test statistics is not met, but a dominating multivariate normal distribution for the test statistics exists.
Discussion
In clinical trials with co-primary endpoints, the intended claim of efficacy in all endpoints cannot be made, if not all corresponding elementary hypotheses tests can be rejected at the local significance level . Even in such a failed trial, it is of interest to make best use of the collected data by making at least partial claims on the efficacy in some of the endpoints, while controlling the overall type I error rate. However, performing additional multiple testing procedures post hoc when the original co-primary endpoint test did not reject will in general inflate the FWER. In contrast, fallback tests have the same rejection region for the test regarding the main trial objective (proof of efficacy in all co-primary endpoints) but allow one to reject elementary or intersection hypotheses also if this objective is not achieved, while controlling the FWER in the strong sense. Thus, fallback tests are uniform improvements of the classical co-primary endpoint tests. They allow one to perform the classical co-primary endpoint test but also to test additional (weaker) claims in a trial with multiple endpoints.
A general fallback test, which is applicable for any number of endpoints and without any assumptions on the dependence structure of the test statistics, is the hierarchical test. A limitation of the hierarchical test is the requirement to test the endpoints sequentially according to a pre-defined ordering. If a hypothesis cannot be rejected, all hypotheses later in the ordering cannot be tested anymore. For the setting of two and three co-primary endpoints, we investigated fallback tests that do not require to specify an ordering and control of the FWER for multivariate normal test statistics.
For two co-primary endpoints, we propose the diagonally trimmed Simes test as a fallback test with FWER control. This test is equivalent to a procedure where one performs a co-primary endpoint test first, and in the case of a negative outcome switches to a slightly modified Bonferroni test. For three co-primary endpoints, we propose a 2 out of 3 fallback test that rejects a pairwise intersection null hypothesis if two of the hypotheses can be rejected at local level . One can then conclude that for at least one of these two hypotheses, the alternative hypothesis holds. If one of the two hypotheses can be additionally rejected at local level ∕2 and the effect size of the remaining endpoint does not indicate a strong detrimental effect also the corresponding elementary hypothesis can be rejected.
The assumption of multivariate normality of the test statistics is satisfied in many testing scenarios, at least asymptotically, due to the multivariate central limit theorem [32] . The diagonally trimmed Simes test for two endpoints has FWER control also under the assumption of multivariate t-distributed statistics (see [21] and Appendix A). However, so far, we were not able to prove a corresponding result for the 2 out 3 fallback test.
By definition, the fallback tests preserve the conjunctive power of the classical co-primary endpoint test and therefore have optimal power for the aim to reject all elementary null hypotheses simultaneously. However, this power still may be low if sample sizes are small. When following a fallback strategy, the next best result is to reject at least all but one of the elementary hypotheses. In the setting of three endpoints, a further fallback step is to reject a single elementary hypothesis or at least the global intersection null hypothesis, which still may provide a valuable proof of principle of drug efficacy.
As the fallback tests uniformly improve the classic co-primary endpoint tests by allowing for additional rejections of elementary or intersection hypotheses, they should be preferred over the classical co-primary endpoint test. But should they also be preferred over non-fallback tests as the Bonferroni or the maxT tests? By construction, fallback tests have a larger conjunctive power. For two endpoints, the diagonally trimmed Simes test outperforms the Bonferroni-Holm test also regarding the disjunctive power in all considered scenarios. This is true also for the maxT test unless correlations are large and in addition the effect sizes differ across endpoints. In the setting of three endpoints, the trade-off of conjunctive versus disjunctive power will determine the choice of the test. Because the disjunctive power of the Bonferroni Holm and maxT test may be substantially larger than the power of the 2 out of 3 test and comes at a comparably small cost in conjunctive power, the latter tests are preferable if the disjunctive power is important, especially in the setting where only for one null hypothesis the alternative holds. In contrast, if rejection of all (or at least two out of three) null hypotheses is the predominating goal, the 2 out of 3 test should be preferred. It has not only uniformly larger conjunctive power but also larger power to reject at least two null hypotheses, with the exception of the maxT test in scenarios where both the correlation is large and effect sizes differ across endpoints.
As the correlation of endpoints is typically unknown, we derived fallback tests that control the FWER for multivariate normal test statistics with arbitrary correlation structures. Note that even if the correlations were known, the conjunctive power of the co-primary endpoint and fallback tests cannot be improved by applying relaxed critical boundaries. This holds because the critical boundaries cannot fall below the 1 − quantile of the normal distribution in order to control the FWER in the strong sense. Under the assumption of known correlations (or large sample sizes such that the correlation can be reliably estimated), one could, however, relax critical values in intersection hypotheses tests of the fallback tests and thus, for example, increase the disjunctive power of the tests. For the application to smaller samples, a promising approach to test intersection hypotheses may be the application of non-parametric permutation-based fallback test to account for the unknown dependence structure of test statistics.
For settings where also tests for secondary endpoints need to be included in the confirmatory testing strategy, the fallback tests can be extended to control the FWER for the resulting larger family of tests. For example, such a test can be constructed following a hierarchical testing strategy and defining (in addition to the fallback test for the co-primary endpoints) a multiple testing procedure that controls the FWER for the secondary endpoints only. If the tests of the secondary endpoints are only performed if all co-primary hypotheses can be rejected, the resulting overall procedure controls the FWER for the total family of tests (co-primary and secondary).
Estimation after testing co-primary endpoints has received little attention so far. It is easy to see that classical level 1 − confidence bounds, computed after the co-primary endpoint test rejected all hypotheses, do not have a simultaneous coverage probability of 1 − . Applying results on simultaneous confidence intervals for closed tests [33, 34] , simultaneous confidence bounds for the classical co-primary endpoint test can be defined: If the co-primary endpoint test rejects all null hypotheses, the bounds are given by the maximum of the respective Bonferroni-adjusted confidence bounds and the parameter values tested in the elementary null hypotheses. Otherwise, all bounds are set to −∞. Simultaneous confidence bounds for fallback tests can be derived with the partitioning principle following the approach in [35] . For the hierarchical test, they have been proposed in [33] , and simultaneous confidence bounds for the other considered fallback tests are a topic of further research. However, as many simultaneous confidence intervals for closed testing procedures, the confidence intervals for the co-primary endpoint test, the hierarchical test, and other fallback tests may not be informative, that is, for some outcomes, they may not give additional information than the rejection of the null hypotheses.
In clinical trials for small populations, it may be justified to relax the requirement to control the FWER in the strong sense. If we modify the 2 out of 3 fallback test such that an elementary null hypothesis H i can be rejected if H i and one further null hypothesis can be rejected at local level , the resulting procedure will control the k-FWER rate at level for k = 2, that is, the probability to erroneously reject two or more null hypothesis [36] . Furthermore, the procedure will still have weak FWER control at level and strong FWER control at level 2 . This can be seen by writing the procedure as closed test where the global null hypothesis is tested as in the 2 out of 3 fallback test, but the pairwise intersection hypotheses
k-out-of-n type procedures have also been proposed for gatekeeping tests of ordered families of hypotheses [37] , but these differ from the 2 out of 3 fallback tests considered here. In the gatekeeping procedures, k out of n hypotheses in the primary family must be rejected by a multiple test that satisfies a so-called k-separability condition before hypotheses in the next family can be tested. In contrast, in the 2 out of 3 fallback test, a necessary condition to reject any elementary null hypothesis at multiple level is that two hypotheses tests must be significant at local level .
Formal proof of efficacy in phase III drug development usually requires that a pre-specified null hypothesis is rejected to demonstrate that an experimental drug is able to introduce a well-described treatment effect under well-defined clinical conditions, and a well-defined dose and mode of administration. In some instances, two, and in only rare instances, three co-primary endpoints are required to describe efficacy of a treatment. In these instances, all three null hypotheses would require to be rejected, because all variables cover important aspects of treatment benefit. Failure to reject one of these would be understood as leaving doubt that all aspects of treatment efficacy have been appropriately demonstrated.
The situation changes dramatically if treatments for rare, and in some instances, very rare diseases are under investigation. European legislation on orphan medicinal products (regulation (EC) no. 141/2000) states already in the introduction that patients suffering from rare conditions should be entitled to the same quality of treatment as other patients (Introduction, paragraph (2)) and continues that patients with such (i.e., orphan) conditions deserve the same quality, safety, and efficacy in medicinal products as other patients (Introduction, paragraph (7)). As a logical consequence, it is further stated that orphan medicinal products should therefore be submitted to the normal evaluation process (ibid). This implies that drugs for orphan diseases should be tested and evaluated according to the same standards that apply to drugs in the treatment of more frequent conditions. This leads to the well-known obstacles that the required sample size for proper assessment of a drug in a certain indication depends on the size of the treatment effect and variability of the outcome, but not on the rarity of the disease.
As soon as sample size is limited, difficulties will arise, if for orphan medicines the same amount of evidence is mandated as for 'normal' drug development. For obvious reasons, emphasis must be put on high-quality study designs to arrive at estimates for the treatment effect that are unbiased, whereas often significant trial findings cannot be made a relevant yardstick if in a reasonable time frame less than 100 patients, or even less than 50 patients can be recruited.
Nevertheless, seeing a pre-specified hypothesis being rejected, or having controlled a type I error for a hypothesis at a pre-specified significance level, is often of high value, and from this background, fallback procedures as presented here can be of high importance in research for orphan medicines: if in the presented example significant findings could only be demonstrated in two out of three co-primary endpoints according to prespecified rules, this trial would have to be considered non-successful leaving open all the ambiguity, whether the two significant findings are spurious and in reality treatment groups do not differ. The proposed fallback procedure comes as a trick and at no direct cost allowing the latter suspicion to be falsified, because at least an intersection hypothesis or even an elementary hypothesis can be rejected. This may then constitute a better basis for a discussion about efficacy of an orphan drug than the usual approach to consider all findings as exploratory only and to try to base conclusions solely on trends in a variety of target variables.
The diagonally trimmed Simes test may be regarded as a closed testing procedure where For the case ⩽ 0.5, the proof follows the argument of Theorem 4.1 in [21] . See Figure A1 for an illus-
} be the rejection region of the two-sided Simes test at level 2 . The two-sided Simes test for two hypotheses is conservative for bivariate normal test statistics [18] and for bivariate t-distributed test statistics [21] with arbitrary correlation. Due to the conservatism of the two-sided Simes test P(A) ⩽ 2 under the point null hypothesis, and due to the symmetry of the joint distribution of X, the halved region
has probability mass P(A ′ ) = P(A)∕2 ⩽ . Because R ⊆ A ′ , FWER control for the diagonally trimmed Simes test follows for all levels ⩽ 0.5. For the case > 0.5, first note that the only part of R not contained in the region B = {x ∈ R 2 ∶ x 1 + x 2 ⩾ 0} is the set C = {x ∈ R 2 ∶ min(x 1 , x 2 ) ⩾ z 1− } ∩ B c . C is the union of the disjoint sets
be the mirror set of C 3 with respect to the origin. By the symmetry of the joint distribution of X, P(C 3 ) = P(D). Therefore, Figure A1 for an illustration.
Remark 1
The proof works identically under the more general assumptions similar to those made in [21] , Theorem 4.1, that is, the distribution of X is continuous and symmetric under the point null hypothesis 1 = 2 = 0 in the sense that
has the same joint distribution as
, the marginal distribution functions F X i (x i , i ), i = 1, 2 are non-decreasing in i , and the two-sided Simes test is conservative. The marginal distributions F i need not be identical, if the p-value-based condition p 1 + p 2 ⩽ 1 is used instead of the test statistics-based condition X 1 + X 2 ⩾ 0. Note however that the theorem does not cover the case of the weighted trimmed Simes test considered in [21] .
Remark 2
For the case < 0.5, a one-sided test rejecting H 1 ∩ H 2 if X ∈ A ′ has level not greater than and is uniformly more powerful than the trimmed Simes test and the diagonally trimmed Simes test, as the rejection region of either is contained in A ′ . However, such a test is not -consistent, and it is not monotone in the test statistics X 1 and X 2 .
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2
The theorem is shown by studying the gradient of with respect to the pairwise correlation coefficients of the test statistics (  1 , 2 , 3 )
. We first show (Lemmata 1 and 2) that the local extrema of as a function of the correlation coefficients are located on the boundary of the parameter space, as defined in the succeeding discussions. Then (Lemma 3) we prove that for all correlation coefficients on this boundary, the type I error rate is less or equal than . This proves the theorem. The probability to falsely reject the global intersection hypothesis H = H 1 ∩ H 2 ∩ H 3 is given by
where d denotes the 1 − quantile of the standard normal distribution. We assume ⩽ 0.5 and so d ⩾ 0. Note that for d = 0, it is trivial that = = 0.5 due to the symmetry of the multivariate normal density with respect to its mean. Therefore, ⩽ remains to be shown for d > 0.
Definition 1
The boundary B of the parameter space is defined as the set of vectors ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) for which Γ is positive semidefinite but does not have full rank. 
Lemma 1
3 ) denote the trivariate normal density of and
In what follows, we drop the subscripts if the notation is clear from the function arguments. Now,
where in (B.2) Plackett's identity
is used [38] . Dividing (B.3) by X 1 X 2 (d, d) > 0 does not affect the sign and gives the expression of conditional densities
The conditional density of the multivariate normal distribution is again a normal density and therefore symmetric. Thus, the right-hand side of (B.4) is zero iff d is equal to the expected value = E( 
Lemma 2
Under the assumptions of the theorem, all local extrema of in ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) are on the boundary of the parameter space B.
Proof
For every local extremum which is not on the boundary, it holds that i = 0, ∀i = 1, 2, 3. According to Lemma 1, this implies that the correlation coefficients solve a system of three equations j + k = 1 + i with (i, j, k) being permutations of (1, 2, 3) with j < k. The unique solution is ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) = (1, 1, 1) , which is located on the boundary, which proves the lemma.
Lemma 3
Under the assumptions of the theorem and the condition that ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ∈ B, ⩽ holds.
Proof
We can rewrite the probability to reject H from equation (B.1) as
Note that P(X 1 > d) = and therefore according to (B.5), it holds that ⩽ is equivalent to
We next look at the geometry of the boundary B. First, define the four points
which are the corners of a regular tetrahedron with six edges E ij connecting P i and
It is easy to see that all six edges including the four corners lie on B. Furthermore, for all points on the edges E 1j , j ∈ {2, 3, 4}, one has = . For example, a typical point of E 12 is of the form (1, , ), which implies that X 1 = X 2 , and equality in equation (B.6) is trivial. On the other hand, similar considerations show that for points on the remaining three edges E ij , 1 < i < j (excluding the corners) one has < . The rest of the surface B consists of four distinct curved faces which are separated by the six edges of the tetrahedron. We denote by F i the face which is opposite to P i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. It remains to show that for all points on those four faces, one also has < . In fact, it is sufficient to consider only F 1 and one of the remaining three faces, because due to symmetry, the functional values of on F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 are identical.
Let us consider the following parametrization of the four faces. Without restriction of generality, we begin with fixing the third coordinate, 3 = c ∈ (−1, 1). Intersecting B with the hyperplane 3 = c yields an ellipse defined by where we used that on B the determinant Δ of Γ is zero. We will parameterize the ellipse using the parameter t = 1 and thus obtain for the two branches of the ellipse the equations 2 (t, c) = ct ± √ (1 − c 2 )(1 − t 2 )
Given the parametrization, we rewrite + (t, c) ∶=
Now we observe that the ellipse touches four edges of the tetrahedron discussed previously and is therefore divided into four sections which directly correspond to the four different faces of the surface. Specifically, we have the following Given our parametrization of the faces F 1 and F 3 with − (t, c), it follows that at this part of the boundary, (B.6) is equivalent to ) . The probabilities of (B.10) are defined by three linear conditions, which correspond to the following three lines in the two-dimensional plane of (Z 1 , Z 2 ):
To finish the proof, it is crucial to understand some geometric properties of these three lines. We note that S 12 , the point where g 1 Let us first consider F 3 for which the typical situation is depicted in the right panel of Figure B1 . Elementary computations show that when t > −c, it always holds that S 12 is below S 13 , while the gradient of g 2 is smaller than that of g 3 . In particular, this implies that
because due to the geometric constellation for t > −c, the condition implied by g 3 has become empty. Now the random vector (X 1 , X 2 ) is bivariate normal with means 0 and variances 1, and thus, it is clear that
Finally, one has
In geometric terms, g 3 cuts out a triangle with positive probability mass from the upper left area {X 1 < d, X 2 > d}. Thus, for F 3 , we have established the inequality (B.6). For F 1 , the left panel of Figure B1 illustrates the typical situation. For t < −c, it is always true that S 12 is above S 13 , and that the gradient of g 2 is larger than that of g 3 . Also note that geometrically, the condition X 3 < d means that Z 2 is above the line g 3 (because of < 0 the orientation changes). Therefore,
and as before, we have
It follows that to establish (B.6), it suffices to show that
where the right-hand side is the probability of the area left of g 1 and above g 2 and g 3 . In geometrical terms, the key idea is to mirror the area {X 1 > d, X 3 > d} at the origin and show that the mirror image is a proper subset of {X 1 < d, X 2 > d, X3 < d} (compare Figure B1 ). This will certainly be the case when H ∶= −S 13 , the mirror image of S 13 , lies above g 2 , which can be easily established by showing that g 2 (−d) < −g 3 (d), and when the slope of g 2 is greater than the slope of g 3 , which also holds.
More algebraically, we have thus shown the following:
The first equality holds because of the symmetry of the bivariate standard normal distribution, and it corresponds to the mirroring of g 1 and g 3 . The second equality follows from the fact that H lies above g 2 , and thus, the condition X 2 > d is empty, and the final inequality is trivial.
